Celebrate who
you are with a
livable, wearable
Art Scarf.
by NAT CONNACH ER
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IT’S WHAT’S INSIDE OURSELVES that
CREATES OUR LIFE.

It’s not about the
accumulation of your
experiences but the
preservation of your
unique memories that
allows your personality
to be known & shown
in your everyday attire.

Resilient

EMOTE WITH YOUR RESILIENT SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

Vibrant

CELEBRATE YOUR VIBRANT SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

Elegant

ENGAGE WITH YOUR ELEGANT SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

Bold

EMBRACE YOUR BOLD SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

Dynamic

DELIVER YOUR DYNAMIC SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

Sassy

REVEL IN YOUR SASSY SELF

LIVABLE. WEARABLE. ART.

artwork

SCARF SIZE: 26” X 80”

wear as you wish - around your neck, waist or as a wrap

SCARF FABRIC: RAYON
SCARF EDITION: 100

a textile of cellulose fiber derived from plant sources

with artist certification of authenticity

SCARF PRICE, AVAILABILITY & ORDERING:

itswhatinside.life

About the Art
My art is the synthesis of my love for typography and
an ability to simplify complex visual ideas with raw
emotional marks on paper.
I am putting my whole body into my paint strokes,
letting the motion/action dictate the composition. Then
by removing the medium with different degrees of force,
I reveal what has always been there, as a sculptor does
with stone.
The spontaneous blending and removal of paint creates
an abstract composition of color and texture. The
texture is formed by the residue of paint that will not
be washed away, just like the underlying wisdom and
strength we each possess – our authentic self.

The scarves are inspired by sections of my original art:
(All art for Sale)

NAT CONNACHE R

Biography
Nat Connacher is a painter, photographer and designer creating visual and written
expressions of what he sees and feels around him.
Nat’s painting was selected for inclusion in the Stamford Art Association, Annual
Faber Birren Color show, where he was awarded the Faber Birren Color Award. His
paintings have been included in the Silvermine Guild Arts Center’s Annual Art of the
Northeast exhibitions where he received the Mary Vann Hughs Award. Nat has also
been a member of the Stamford Loft Artist Association and is also an avid fine art
photographer. His photographs have been accepted for display in the Stamford (CT)
Art in Public Places exhibits and are in a number of corporate collections.
Nat is president and creative director of Connacher Art & Design where he combines
his different artistic interests to develop visual dialogues between his clients and
their audiences. His areas of expertise are corporate identity, branding and visual
information design for print and the Internet.
Nat holds a Master of Fine Arts in Graphic Design from Yale University and a
Bachelor of Design in Communication Design from the Nova Scotia College of Art
and Design.
A native of Canada, Nat resides in Stamford, CT with his family.

Nat Connacher
203 921 5411
www.itswhatsinside.life
nat@connacher.com

